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Abstract

Complexity results and algorithms are given for the problem of
maximizing the number of off vertices (switches) in graphs and m×n
rectangular grids. When a switch is toggled, it and its neighbors
change state. It is shown that the problem is NP-complete in graphs
and a simple approximation algorithm is given as well as a non-
approximability result. Fixed-parameter problems are studied in
grids and graphs and an algorithm given for m × n grids that turn
at least mn − m

2
vertices off, m ≤ n. It is shown that m × n grids

exist for which at most mn− m
log2m

vertices can be turned off.

1 Introduction

Consider a simple, undirected graph in which each vertex represents a
switch. Each switch can be in the “on” or “off” position. We have an
activation operation which consists of changing the state of a switch. How-
ever, when the state of a switch is changed, the state of each adjacent switch
also changes. Given an initial setting, or configuration, of the switches, we
seek to maximize the number of switches that are in the off state by acti-
vating a subset of the vertices. Note that it is never necessary to activate
a switch more than once. The problem has been previously studied in the
context of determining when it is possible to get all the switches off and
in this context is known as the all-parity dominating set problem. The
problem in 3 × 3 grids was studied in [12], [7] and the m × n grid graph
problem was studied in [15], [2], [9], and [10]. A 5 × 5 example of the
problem may be found in the hand-held electronic computer game “Lights



Out.” The all-parity dominating set problem has also been studied for
classes of graph such as trees, cycles, and series-parallel graphs by Sutner
[15] and by Amin, Clark and Slater [2-4]. Alon and Spencer study a related
maximization problem, called “unbalancing lights” in [1].

In section 2 we show that maximizing the number of off switches is
NP-complete, in general, and a simple approximation algorithm is given
with a performance ratio of less than two. It is also shown that there
exists an ε > 0 such that no polynomial time approximation algorithm
can have performance ratio less than 1 + ε unless P = NP . In section 3
we discuss the problem of maximizing the number of off switches in grid
graphs. A fast algorithm is given that achieves at least mn−dm

2 e switches
off in a grid graph with mn vertices, where n ≥ m. A simple polynomial
time algorithm is given that determines if a graph (with some initial on/off
configuration) can be transformed so that at least mn−c vertices are off for
a constant c. Another polynomial time algorithm is given to decide if all
initial configurations of a graph can be transformed so that at least mn− c
vertices are off for a constant c. The latter algorithm is based on coding
theory and enables us to show that there exist grid graphs of dimension
m × n,m ≤ n, for which at most mn − m

log2m vertices can be turned off.
Some conjectures and open problems, both combinatorial and algorithmic,
are suggested.

2 NP -completeness result

2.1 NP-completeness proof

Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph with |V | = n. We formulate the decision
problem as follows. “Using a sequence of activation operations, can G
(with some initial on/off configuration) be transformed to a graph with at
least k switches in the off state.” Certain restricted cases are solvable in
polynomial time, for example, k = n [9], [15]. We call this the Maximizing
Off Switches (MOS) problem.

Theorem 1 Maximizing Off Switches is NP -complete.

Proof: The problem is clearly in NP , since we can guess a subset of the
vertices to activate and count if at least k vertices are in the off state as a
result.

To show the problem is NP -hard, we do a reduction from MAX-3SAT
[cf. 8] and utilize the NP -complete variant of MAX 3-SAT in which each
variable occurs in exactly five clauses [5]. Simpler reductions of the same
flavor exist (from 1-in-3 3SAT with no negated literals, for example) but
our reduction has an added benefit, as we shall see in section 2.2.



Let S be an instance of MAX-3SAT with m clauses and n variables.
Assume without loss of generality that no clause contains both a variable
and its negation. For each clause Ui create seven clause vertices ci1 , . . . , ci7

and also create seven extra vertices ei1 , . . . , ei7 and connect eij
to cij

with
an edge.

Let Ui be a clause with literals (in positive or negated form) u, v, w.
Create variable vertices ui, vi, wi (labeled as negated, if necessary) and one
other vertex xi. Connect ui, vi, wi, xi into a complete subgraph. Call this
K4 a variable component subgraph. Now connect each of ui, vi, wi to ci1 ,
connect ci2 to both ui and vi, connect ci3 to ui and wi, and connect ci4 to vi

and wi. Then connect ui to ci5 , vi to ci6 and wi to ci7 . Together call these
eighteen vertices the clause component for Ui Finally, for each variable u
do the following. Let u (or its negation) be in clauses Ui1 , Ui2 , . . . , Ui5 . For
each uij

, uiq
pair, j 6= q and where uij

and uiq
are literals corresponding

to the same variable, construct a truth setting component consisting of ten
vertices (five pair of adjacent vertices) and connect uij

and uiq
each to the

same one of each pair of truth setting vertices, as shown in Figure 1. Note
that in Figure 1, the truth setting component is not shown for the a vari-
ables, due to lack of space. Thus five of the truth setting vertices in each
truth setting component will have degree three and five will have degree
one. Let the five truth setting vertices of degree one be initially “off” and
the five truth setting vertices of degree three be initially “on” if uij and uiq

are complements of one another and initially “off” otherwise. In Figure 1,
vertices that are initially “off” are shaded. Call the resultant graph G and
set all the vertices in G to be in the on state, except for the extra vertices
which are all initially off and the five vertices in each truth setting com-
ponent that are initially off. Note that G contains 18m + z vertices where
z is the number of truth-setting vertices. Since each variable appears in
five clauses, G has 18m + 60m vertices. G can obviously be constructed in
polynomial time.
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Figure 1. Reduction from MAX 3-SAT to MOS

Truth Setting Component Not Shown for a

Claim: S can have c or more clauses satisfied if and only if we can get
at least f = 15c + 11(m − c) + z vertices to be in the off state using the
activate operation, where z is the number of truth-setting vertices in G.

First suppose there is a truth assignment for S satisfying at least c
clauses. Let T be the set of variables in S that are assigned “true” in
this assignment. Clearly, by activating the vertices corresponding to the
variables in T , we cause all the variable vertices to be off (since we can
activate the xi vertices if need be) and four of the seven clause vertices of
the clause component Ui to be off, for each i such that Ui is a satisfied clause
in S, as well as all the extra vertices and truth setting vertices in G being
off. Using this truth assignment, each clause component corresponding to
an unsatisfied clause in S can be made to have eleven vertices off (i.e., the
extra and variable vertices).

Now suppose G can be transformed so that at least f vertices are off.
First observe that it is not possible for there to be more than fifteen off
vertices in any clause component (out of the total of eighteen per clause
component) in G after a sequence of activations, regardless of which vertices
are activated. Second, if at least one variable vertex is activated in a clause
component then four clause vertices will be off as a result. Also note that
clause components in which no variable vertices are activated can be made
to have eleven vertices off, since we can activate the xi vertex in that
component. It is easy to see that activating clause or extra vertices is of
no use in trying to create additional off vertices in a clause component,
since extra vertices have degree one and are initially off. That is, it is not



possible to get more than eleven vertices off in a clause component without
activating at least one variable vertex in that component. Finally, note
that we must use a legal truth assignment, i.e. we cannot get f or more
vertices off by activating a variable vertex and its negation since that would
not enable us to get all ten vertices off in some truth setting component.
An attempt to activate both ui and ui can create four off clause vertices in
a clause component, but it creates five on vertices the corresponding truth
setting component. The theorem then follows since it is only productive to
activate variable and xi vertices and we may assign positive (non-negated)
variables in S corresponding to the activated variable vertices the value
“true” and vice versa for activated negated variable vertices. 2

2.2 Approximation Algorithms

It was shown in [15] and in [6], [9] that every graph contains a subset of
vertices (called an odd dominating set) whose activation changes the state
of every vertex. Such a subset can be found in polynomial time, although
finding the smallest such subset is NP -complete [15]. Hence given G, we
can always ensure that at least one-half of the vertices are off by activating
an odd dominating set if the number of off vertices is initially less than dn

2 e.
This implies the existence of a polynomial time approximation algorithm
with performance ratio 2 − b 2

nc, since we can initially test the graph in
polynomial time to see if all the vertices can be switched off. (Using the
results from section 3.2 this can be improved to 2 − b c

nc for any constant
c). We can now state a corollary of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2 There exists a fixed ε > 0 such that no polynomial time algo-
rithm for Maxizing Off Switches can have a performance ratio of less than
1 + ε unless P = NP .

Proof: Observe that the reduction given in Theorem 1 is a gap-preserving
reduction [5] with parameters (1, (1 − δ)−1), ( 75

78 , (1 − 7δ
78 )−1) from MAX

3-SAT to MOS. That is, if all the clauses in the MAX-3SAT instance, S,
are satisfiable, then at least 75

78N of the vertices in the MOS graph can be
turned off, where N is the number of vertices in the graph produced by
the reduction, G. This is because there are 78m vertices in G and if S is
satisfiable, at most 3m vertices (3 per clause) will be left on in G by an
optimal set of activations. If, for each δ > 0, the fraction of clauses in S
that can be satisfied is less than 1− δ, then the number of vertices that can
be turned off is less than 71δ

78 N . This is because there are 78 vertices in G
for each of the m clauses in S (including all the truth-setting vertices) and
because each unsatisfied clause corresponds to at least seven on vertices in
G, by the argument given in the proof of Theorem 1. 2

We believe it to be quite difficult to devise a better approximation al-
gorithm than the simple one given above.



Open Problem 1 Devise a polynomial time approximation algorithm for
MOS with performance ratio less than 2− b c

nc, where c is a constant.

Evidence of the difficulty of this question is given by Hastad [11], where
it is shown that for the more general problem of finding the largest subset
of consistent equations from a set of linear equations over GF (2), no poly-
nomial time approximation can have a performance ratio less than 2 − ε,
for any ε > 0, unless P = NP .

3 Two Fixed-Parameter Problems

We now consider two fixed-parameter versions of the MOS problem. Let
c be a constant and G a graph with N vertices. Denote by c-MOS the
decision problem, “can G (with some initial on/off configuration) be made
to have at least N − c vertices off.” Obviously, the c-MOS problem can
be answered in polynomial time by exhaustive search techniques that work
for other NP -complete problems such as minimum dominating set. To do

this, one simply has to solve at most
(

N
c

)
sets of linear equations. Each

equation in a set of linear equations specifies a vertice’s neighbors (including
itself) and the objective: either having an even or odd number of neighbors
activated. For c = 1, for example, the running time of this algorithm is
O(N4), using standard methods such as Gaussian elimination to solve the
linear equations.

In [10], an algorithm is given that decides in O(n log2n) time whether
all initial configurations of an m× n grid can be transformed to the all-off
configuration, m ≤ n. Note that this is faster than traditional methods
of determining if an mn ×mn matrix (representing the neighborhoods of
the vertices of G) is non-singular (see Theorem 3, below). We now ask, can
each initial configuration of an m×n grid be transformed to a configuration
with at most c vertices on, for a constant c. We give an algorithm for this
problem below, which also answers the same question for arbitrary graphs.
This algorithm will then enable us to prove that there exist m × n grids,
m ≤ n, such that at most mn− m

log2m vertices can be turned off, for certain
initial configurations.

3.1 Background

Some background is needed for subsequent sections of the paper. The defi-
nitions and terminology are from [10]. All arithmetic in this and subsequent
sections is done over the binary field GF (2). We number the vertices in an
m×n grid graph from 1 to N = mn from top left to bottom right increasing
across each row. Define A to be the mn×mn binary neighborhood matrix



A =




B In 0 0 . . . 0 0
In B In 0 . . . 0 0
0 In B In . . . 0 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . 0 In B In

0 0 . . . 0 0 In B




Figure 2: Matrix A

shown in block form in Figure 2, where In is the n× n identity matrix and
B = [bij ] is the n × n tridiagonal matrix defined by bij = 1 if |i − j| ≤ 1
and bij = 0 otherwise. We note that A− IN is an adjacency matrix for an
mn × mn grid graph and that A is a symmetric matrix. Denote the N -
tuple space over GF (2) by FN and define y = (y1, ..., yN ) ∈ FN by yj = 1
if the initial state of the jth switch/vertex is on and yj = 0 otherwise. It
is not hard to see that the initial state y can be transformed to the all-off
state by a sequence of activations if and only if the equation Ax = y has a
solution over GF (2) [9, 15]. If it does have a solution x = (x1, ..., xN ) then
{i|xi = 1} gives a set of switches whose activation (in any order) results
in the all-off state. Let fi(x) be the ith Fibonacci polynomial over GF (2).
That is, f1 = 1, f2 = x, and fi = xfi−1 + fi−2 for i ≥ 3.

If x is a non-zero binary N -vector in the nullspace of A, we can form an
m × n matrix M(x) by putting xi in the ith cell of M(x) (numbering the
cells of M(x) from 1 to N from top left to bottom right, increasing across
the rows) for i = 1, 2, ..., N . We call such a matrix a nullspace matrix. A
non-zero m × n binary matrix is clearly a nullspace matrix if and only if
the sum of the entries of each cell and all of its rectilinearly neighboring
cells is even. We can then restate the following result from [9, 10].

Theorem 3 Each initial configuration of an m×n grid graph can be turned
to all-off if and only if there does not exist an m× n nullspace matrix.

Of course, the analog of Theorem 3 is true if G is an arbitrary graph:
each initial configuration of a graph G can be turned to all-off if and only
if the neighborhood matrix of G is non-singular.

3.2 Fixed-Parameter Algorithm

We now describe an algorithm to determine if every initial configuration of
a graph with N vertices can be transformed using a series of activations
so that at least N − c vertices are off, for a constant c. This algorithm



H =




f1(B)x1 f2(B)x1 . . . fn(B)x1

f1(B)x2 f2(B)x2 . . . fn(B)x2

...
...

. . .
...

. . . . . . . . . . . .
f1(B)xm f2(B)xm . . . fn(B)xm




Figure 3: Matrix H

applies to arbitrary graphs also, but we assume for sake of terminology and
exposition that G is a grid graph.

Let G be an m×n grid graph such that there exists an m×n nullspace
matrix. As usual, assume m ≤ n. Let y1, y2, . . . , yk be length mn row
vectors which form a basis for the nullspace of A. These vectors can be
found in O((mn)3) time by standard methods [cf. 14, Chapter 2.4]. Let H
be the k × (mn) matrix whose ith row is yi.

In [10] it is shown that if G is a grid graph and if x1, x2, . . . , xk are the
vectors (of length m each) resulting from taking the first m components
(elements) of y1, y2, . . . , yk, respectively, then x1, x2, . . . xk are linearly in-
dependent. Likewise, given the beginning segments x1, x2, . . . , xk (not any
linearly independent set will do, unless k = m), there is a unique way to
extend them to length mn vectors, y1, y2, . . . , yk in the nullspace of A: yi

is formed by concatenating f1(B)xi, . . . fn(B)xi (and fn+1(B)xi = 0), as
shown in Figure 3.

Since A is symmetric, its rangespace and nullspace are orthogonal com-
plements, so the rangespace of A, which is the set of initial configurations
which can be brought to the all-off configuration by a series of activations,
is equal to the nullspace of H. In the language of linear codes, H is a
parity check matrix for the code Cm,n consisting of all initial configura-
tions reducible to all-off by a series of activations. Cm,n has length mn and
dimension mn − k. Let w be the length mn vector with 1’s in positions
corresponding to vertices of G which are initially on. The k × 1 vector
s = Hw is called the syndrome of w. The coset w + Cm,n of Cm,n consists
of all vectors representing configurations obtainable from w by a series of
activations. Each vector in the coset has the same syndrome. The weight
of a coset is the smallest number of 1’s of any vector in the coset. It is equal
to smallest number of columns of H whose sum is s. The maximum weight
of a coset is called the covering radius of Cm,n which gives the following
result.

Proposition 4 Let m and n be positive integers such that Amn×mn is sin-
gular. Let H be a k×(mn) matrix whose rows form a basis for the nullspace



of A. Then H is a parity check matrix for the code Cm,n consisting of all
vectors representing starting configurations of the m×n grid graph G which
can be brought to all-off by a series of activations. The covering radius of
Cm,n is the largest integer r such that there exists a configuration with r on
vertices which cannot be brought to a configuration with fewer than r in the
on state, by a series of activations.

For a constant c, we can determine in polynomial time whether every
starting configuration of a graph can be reduced to one with at most c on
vertices by a series of activations. We just calculate the sums of the vectors
in the

c∑

i=1

(
mn
i

)

subsets of the columns of H of size at most c. The answer is “yes” if
and only if the set of sums include all 2k possible syndromes. If each
non-zero syndrome appears as a column of H, then we can achieve the
configuration in which only one switch is on. Note that this does not require
time exponential in mn: if 2k is larger than mn, the number of columns
of H, we simply output “no.” Otherwise 2k is obviously polynomial in mn
and we then count if there are 2k − 1 distinct columns. If there are not 2k

distinct columns, we consider all possible pairs of columns of H. If each
non-zero syndrome occurs as the sum (mod 2) of at most two columns of
H, then we can achieve a configuration in which at most two switches are
on. Thus for a constant c, we can determine in polynomial time whether
we can always reach a configuration in which at most c switches are on.
For example, if c = 1, the running time of the algorithm is O((mn)3).

We leave the following as an open problem.

Open Problem 2 Characterize the precise complexity of the MOS prob-
lem in grid graphs.

In particular, we do not think the MOS problem in grid graphs is
NP -complete, nor do we know of a polynomial time algorithm to solve
it. More generally, one can also ask about the complexity of the question
“can all m × n grids, m ≤ n, be made to have at least mn − f(m) off
vertices,” for some function f (e.g. f(m) = log m). If G is an arbitrary
graph, this question is equivalent to asking about the covering radius of
an arbitrary binary code; hence the problem is Πp

2 complete [13] – i.e. is
thought to be “harder” than NP -complete. But if G is restricted to be a
grid, the complexity is not so evident. In section 3.4, it is explained why
the algorithms above cannot be used to solve Open Problem 2.

As a related note, it is a straightforward exercise to derive a polynomial
time algorithm for the MOS problem in trees. In particular, for a tree with



n vertices and t leaves, it is always possible to get at least n− b t
2c vertices

off.

3.3 Basic Properties of Grids

In this section, we describe a fast algorithm to get “most” of the vertices
off in an n×m grid graph, given an initial on/off configuration of vertices.
Assume m ≤ n. Consider the m vertices on row 1. For each vertex that
is on, activate the vertex just beneath it in row 2. These activations will
change the states of certain vertices in rows 1, 2, and 3 and will leave all
of the vertices in row 1 in the off state. Iterate this procedure on rows 2
through n. When complete, the only on vertices will be in row n.

At this point, consider the arrangement of the vertices in row n. Pro-
ceeding from 1 to m, if vertex i and vertex i− 1 are both on, then activate
vertex i. Doing so will turn off vertices i and i − 1 and produce an on
vertex in row n− 1. It will also change the state of vertex i + 1. It is now
easy to count the maximum number of on vertices on row n and row n− 1
combined, yielding the following.

Fact 5 In an n×m grid graph, m ≤ n, at least mn− dm
2 e vertices can be

turned off using the activate operation.

In fact, with a slight modification, it can be shown that for n > 2 this
procedure produces the minimum possible number of on vertices in the last
two rows, given that all vertices are off in the first n − 2 rows and that
no activations were performed in row 1. The modification is that once all
vertices are off in the first n− 1 rows, the first vertex in row n is activated
if the first (i.e. leftmost) off vertex in row n is the ith, where i > 2, but not
congruent to 1 (mod 3). The number of on vertices in the last two rows will
then be at most bm

2 c, except if m is odd and all vertices in the first n− 1
rows are off and the vertices in row n alternate on/off beginning with on.

We remark that the above algorithm can be applied after any set of ac-
tivations are performed in row 1. Thus given any initial configuration of on
vertices, there are precisely 2m subsets of the mn vertices whose activation
leaves all vertices in the first n− 1 rows in the off state (2m ways to choose
the activations in row 1, with all subsequent activations prescribed by the
row by row algorithm described above). It is not hard to show that the
number of distinct configurations of ons obtainable in the last row (with all
other vertices off) is 2m−k where k is the dimension of the nullspace of the
neighborhood matrix A of Figure 2. In particular, if A is nonsingular then
there are 2m distinct possible last row configurations, one of them being all
off. If k = m then for a given starting configuration the last row will come
out the same, no matter what activations are performed in row 1 before
applying the algorithm. For example, if m = 5 and n = 23 then (as shown



in [10]) k = 5, so for certain starting configurations the algorithm would
produce a last row of “on off on off on” and there would be no way to get
fewer ons, given that all vertices in the first 21 rows are off. Note that it
turns out that this configuration can be reduced to vertex number 36 (the
first vertex in the eighth row) in the on state and all others off. This can
be seen by choosing x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 in the matrix H of Figure 3 to be the
standard basis for F 5, in which case the 36th column of H is 10101, which
is equal to the syndrome.

3.4 Better Bounds for Grid Graphs

What can we say in general about the covering radius, r(m,n) of Cm,n?
The algorithm given in section 3.3 shows that r(m,n) ≤ dm

2 e, assuming
n ≥ m. But a tighter lower bound is desirable. That is, we would like
to know if there exist initial configurations of an m × n grid graph that
cannot reach a state with mn − f(m) vertices off, for some “large” f(m).
For example, in the 11×47 grid graph, using the algorithm given in section
3.2, one can show that it is not always possible to get at least 515 vertices
off (i.e., leave at most two vertices on), but you can always get at least 514
vertices off. We answer the question more precisely in the next theorem.
All logarithms are base 2 in this section.

Theorem 6 For each positive integer t and each real number ε, there exist
positive integers m and n with t < m ≤ n such that some starting config-
uration of an n ×m grid cannot be changed to a configuration with fewer
than (1− ε) m

log m switches on.

Proof: If a parity check matrix H has a relatively small number of columns
for its number of rows, then the following counting argument shows that
r(m,n) cannot be small. In particular, as shown in [10, Proposition 8], if
m = 5 · 2i− 1, where i is any positive integer, and if n = 3m + 2 then there
exist m linearly independent m× n nullspace matrices. If N = mn, then a
parity check matrix for the associated code Cm,n is m×N and the covering
radius r = r(m,n) of Cm,n satisfies

r∑

j=0

(
N
j

)
≥ 2m (1)

Using Stirling’s approximation and some simple algebra we get

r∑

j=0

(
N
j

)
≤ r

(
N
r

)
≤ r

(
Ne

r

)r

≤ r

(
4
5

)r (
5em2

r

)r

≤
(

5em2

r

)r



We let

g(r) =
(

5em2

r

)r

Suppose by way of contradiction that r ≤ (1− ε) m
log m for some ε satisfying

0 < ε < 1. Since g(r) is an increasing function for r ∈ (0, 5m2) we have

log(g(r)) ≤ (1− ε)
m

log m
log

(
5em log m

(1− ε)

)

= (1− ε)m

[
log 5e

1−ε + log log m

log m
+ 1

]

= (1− ε)m[h(m) + 1]

We can choose m large enough such that h(m) < ε. Then log(g(r)) ≤
(1− ε2)m and

∑r
j=0

(
N
j

)
< 2m, which is a contradiction. 2

We make the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1 For each positive real number ε, there exists a positive in-
teger N such that any m × n grid graph with N ≤ m ≤ n can reach a
configuration with at most (1 + ε) · m

log2m switches on, by a series of activa-
tions.

Theorem 6 shows that this conjecture, if true, is the best possible.

3.5 A Conjecture

Theorem 6 shows the existence of an infinite class of m × n grid graphs,
m ≤ n, where some initial configurations cannot be reduced to fewer than
roughly m

log m vertices on. It is natural to look at the other extreme: is there
an infinite class of grid graphs such that for each graph in the class, every
starting configuration can be reduced to a “small” number of on vertices
by a sequence of activations, but some configuration cannot be reduced to
all-off?

In [10] it is shown that if the Fibonacci polynomial fn+1 is the square
if an irreducible polynomial (in which case n + 1 must be prime) and if m
is the smallest positive integer such that fm+1(B)e1 = 0 where B is the
tridiagonal n × n matrix of Figure 2 and e1 is the first length n standard
basis vector, then there are n linearly independent m×n nullspace vectors.



Conjecture 2 Let fn+1 be a Fibonacci polynomial over GF (2) which is
equal to the square of an irreducible polynomial and let m be the smallest
positive integer such that fm+1(B)e1 = 0. Then all initial configurations
of the m × n grid graph can be made to have at most two vertices on by a
sequence of activations.

We used the algorithm of Section 3.2 to verify the conjecture for grid
graphs of size 8× 6, 30× 10, 62× 12, and 512× 18. We think the conjec-
ture can be proved by a careful analysis of the Fibonacci polynomials and
the coding theory tools discussed above, but as of yet have been unable to
prove the conjecture.
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